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Abstract
Drawing From the Past is a short, 3D animated film that portrays the different thoughts
about drawing between two generations and is based on my personal experience. Some art
students get less encouragement from their families than other students. In Asian traditional
thinking, majoring in art was not the correct career direction, which is correct in that period，
because of the economy. Majoring in art means students need to pay more money than other
majors. In addition, art is not necessary for some people who worry about food. In the previous
period, many people worry about their lives. That means it is hard for art students to find a job.
However, with the development of the economy, society has started focusing on spiritual
satisfaction. Art is a good method to achieve this goal.
In this animation, a woman prevents her daughter from drawing based on the traditional
education she got from her mother. The daughter insists on drawing, although her mother keeps
stopping her. The effort of the girl reminds the woman of her childhood. The woman loved
drawing, but her mother also forced her to learn medicine. At her graduation ceremony, she is the
only one who is unhappy. Her daughter’s actions move her. This film discusses which is suitable
for the current situation when traditional and modern thoughts disagree. The film ends with the
mother agreeing with her daughter’s dream and supporting her. The conventional thought broke
from the mother’s generation. The mother did not major in what she loves. Therefore, she wants
her daughter tomajor in her favorite thing.
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Drawing from the past

I.

Introduction
Drawing from the past discussed how Asian traditional thought influences an individual.

This film shows two different perspectives on drawing between two generations.
The mother, the main character in the film, thinks art is not suitable for her daughter, and she
insists that drawing was wasting time. However, her daughter believes that drawing is the thing
that can make her happy. What I want to convey in this animation is not which thought is correct
but which is suitable in this society. There is a flashback scene in this animation. The mother
remembers her childhood. When she was a girl, she loved drawing too. Her mother did not allow
that. All her drawing stuff is locked in a box. She never drew again, and she did not get her
pleasure back. When I present this memory, not only do I want to explain why the mother has
this view about drawing, but also I want to talk about how we face the same thing in different
periods. Drawing is unacceptable during the mother’s childhood. In that period, people did not
have much money to pay for spiritual entertainment. Nevertheless, people get richer. More
people are willing to spend their money on this entertainment. Therefore, drawing is a good
career, for now, a suitable educational career.
In this film, I hoped to share the experiences of those students who have faced similar
experiences. Art students and many other students from different backgrounds have to face the
pressure of education and the discouragement of their families. I want to be the person who tells
our thoughts and stories to more people. On the other hand, I hoped to give some parents another
thought. Traditional thoughts may not be suitable for current society. Giving another perspective
could help the two generations understand each other.
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My motivation for making this animation is based on my own experience. When I
chose a design major, almost all my family members and teachers disagreed with me. As a
Chinese art student, I have taken some extra exams, except National College Entrance
Examination, a national exam for entering universities. The scores of this exam are the only
measurement for universities. That includes one public exam and many exams for special
universities. That means I have to stop preparing for the National College Entrance Examination
and working on those art exams. In that situation, if I start preparing for art exams, I may not
have a good score for the National College Entrance Examination. That was a hard decision. If I
persisted in my dream, I would take the risk and not take the National College Entrance
Examination. However, if I chose the normal career, which is taking the National College
Entrance Examination, my dream might never come true. At that time, all my family members
and teachers thought the National College Entrance Examination was the only correct way. They
thought I would take a risk for my future if I chose art exams. Nevertheless, my mother is the
only person with different thoughts; she believed I needed to keep my dream. I can’t forget my
mother’s words. She told me, “it would be your pleasure if your hobby can be your job. And then
you would be happy for the rest of your life when you go to work. Otherwise, you would be in
pain and regret your choice today.” These words always encourage me to be an artist. When I
wrote the story about this film, my mother’s words came to my mind. Therefore, I give the
mother in the animation a memory part. This mother is me, who did not choose to do the art
exam. She got a nice degree and a job but lost her dream forever. At the mother’s graduation
ceremony, she is the only one who is unhappy. With this result, I hope this animation could
encourage some students facing a similar situation to encourage them to follow their dreams. If
you want your dream to come true, please keep working on it.
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II.

Pre-production
I will reflect briefly on various pieces that influenced this project. They are listed in

no particular order.

Alike, directed by Daniel Martinez Lara and Rafa Cano Méndez, Screenplay by CGI Animated
Short Film, 2017
Alike is a story about a father and a son. They live in a world of black and white,
except for an island of a tree. Both the father and his son are the only two people who have color.
At the beginning of the story, the father keeps following the rules. He sends his boy to school,
and they meet a person playing violin on the island. The son falls into the music, but his father
takes him away. While the father does similar work every day, he loses his color. And his boy’s
hug gives him the color again. The boy is creative, but that behavior is not acceptable. When the
boy is upset because of obeying orders, he can’t give his father color again. In the end, the father
of this story brings his boy to the island, and he pretends to play the violin. Finally, he gets his
color back.
This animation gave me the idea for my story. In this film, the father is the character
who changes in the end. I would like to show a character changing his idea in my story. I did not
want to write a story about how parents teach their children. I want adults to be moved by their
children. In Alike, when the father and his son play the violin on the island, many walkers notice
them but ignore them. This father and his son may be two strange people in the future. However,
they enjoy this moment. This is also the idea I want to show up in my film. I am willing to give
an idea to my audience. That is happiness is an important part of individuals’ lives. Whether the
action is acceptable to society, it is significant to enjoy that moment.
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The color stands for happiness. This point gave me an idea. I thought about changing
the texture of my character to make their emotion visible.

The kid should see this, Alike, an Animated short film,
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/alike-an-animated-short-film

Piper, Directed by Queen Crab. Screenplay by Pixar, 2017
This is a short Pixar animation about a young bird trying to learn how to get food in the
ocean. He does not know how to avoid the waves at the beginning. When the waves came, other
birds were leaving but left him there. After many failures, he gets his idea from a hermit crab
rather than another bird. He hides in the sand when the waves come. Because of the hiding
method, he can see the clams swimming under the water. He gets much more clams than other
adult birds.
This animation gives me an idea about the character's reactions. There is no dialogue in
the movie, but we can feel their emotions as an audience. I like how the mother bird encourages
her child. Her actions show her love. I want to talk about the mother’s love in my film. The main
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reason for changing the mother character’s idea in my film is her love. She loves her girl, so she
is willing to choose the correct way for her daughter. She stops her girl from drawing because
she thinks that will influence the girl’s future. When she remembers her feelings when she stops
drawing, she doesn't want her girl to feel upset for the rest of her life. As a result, the mother
changes her mind. I picked Piper as my reference because I would like to show the mother’s love
in the mother’s actions.

Piper Pixar Wallpapers, https://wallpapercave.com/piper-pixar-wallpapers

In Piper, there are two shots where I can feel the mother bird’s love. The first shot is
when the waves come, and the mother bird looks back at her kid. This is an over-shoulder shot.
Compared with other birds, the mother bird is the only one that looks back. Although we cannot
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see the face of the mother bird, we can feel how worried the mother bird is. The second shot is at
the end. When the young bird found lots of food and showed it to his mother. The mother bird is
happy and relaxed. We can tell from the moving feet and her wings.

Fazedores da Mudanca, Piper Pixar Full Pantalla Completa, 2017

III.

Process

Story
My story had a huge change before this version. In the beginning, my story is about a
girl who likes drawing, but drawing is prohibited in her family. She tried to draw with many
different materials. That includes eggs with ketchup, bread, and chocolate sauce. Finally, after
the mother stopped her girl many times, she is moved by an omelet with a smiling face that is
drawn by her daughter. I am planning to add many dance performances to this story. It is a dance
and music animation, but a film focused on a story. However, it is hard to understand my story
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because of the lack of a story. To the suggestions from my committees and friends, they believe I
need a more complete story. When I review my previous story, there is a strange part. This
family banned her from drawing but the girl found some drawing staff in the house at the
beginning of that story. I talked about this part with Yuehui Zhu. We tried to find a reason for this
wired part. The mother in this story may love drawing too, and she cannot draw anymore
because of the limits of her family. As a result, I am planning to change my main character to the
mother. Thanks to the help of Yuehui, I had a new idea.
In my new story, after some interviews with some art student's parents, I think the main
reason that causes families to disagree with art majors is the economy. In the previous
generation, many families worried about food and could not spend extra money on art. What
they want to pay attention to are the cost and functions. As a result, artists and designers do not
play important roles in society. They earn a lot of money in that situation. However, with the
increasing economy, individuals pay more attention to aesthetic feelings. They would like to
spend more money on art design. For example, Beeple is the most well-paid current artist of our
times. Because of the different understandings of the economy of art and design, two generations
have disagreements with an art major. Based on this understanding, I decided to discuss the
disagreement in my animation. Therefore, my current story came out.

Technical choice and treatment
Act 1

This is a sunny day. A mother closed her book; we could see this was a doctor's
professional book. (the mother is 3D and uncolorful) The mother turns to her girl, and
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the girl is studying. The mother is glad and satisfied. Looking at the girl, we can see she
is drawing on the book rather than studying. Suddenly, the girl notices something, and
she looks so excited. When the mother looks back, she notices the girl has disappeared.
The mother immediately stands up and goes to check on the girl and notices that her girl
is drawing on a book, and an old box is opened. The mother is shocked and angry. She
grabs the book which the girl is drawing. She pointed to the drawing stuff and turned to
the girl to collect them back into the box. (At this point, the girl’s texture becomes 3D
and uncolorful) The girl turns to the stuff and picks a pencil. When her hand moves on
the top of the box, she hesitates, and the girl’s texture becomes 2D and colorful again.
The girl drops the pencil and grabs the book in her mother’s hand. She runs back to her
room with the book and closes the door heavily. The mother sighs and collects stuff by
herself. When she closed the box, the mother recalled the moment in her childhood.
[flashback here] When she drew on that book, the grandmother noticed and was mad at
her. When we look at the book, there is an unfinished drawing. Only the eyes of a face
were drawn in the book. The grandmother grabbed a box and pointed to the drawing
stuff. The mother looked at the grandmother for a while, picked up the stuff, and put it
into the box. (The texture of the mother’s model changes to 3D here). After the mother
closes the box, the grandmother gives her a book about doctors' professional knowledge.
The mother put the box under the bookshelf and returned to her room with that
professional book. [flashback end]

Act 2
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The mother tried to put the box back on the bookshelf. She noticed a photo of the
grandmother and her. They took this photo when she graduated from medical school. The
grandmother is so proud and glad in this photo, but the mother is unhappy. (the texture of
this mother’s model is still 3D), the mother looks at the box in her hand. [This is a
flashback] the mother was sitting at the table and studying for a long time (the
background will change here). The box under the bookshelf got older [flashback end].
She opens the box and grabs a marker from the box. She looked at the photo she had
taken when she got the offer. She draws a smiling face on top of her sad face. (the texture
of this mother’s model becomes 2D now)

Act 3

The mother opens the door of her girl’s room. She notices the girl is sleeping on the bed
while holding the book. The mother steps toward the girl and gets the book slowly. When
she opens the book because of a folded page, she notices a smiling face on that page. We
can see that there are two different kinds of pencil marks. The eyes of the drawing of the
face are old, and the mouth in the drawing is new. Her daughter completes the drawing
that the mother didn’t finish. The mother stares at the smiling face drawing in the book
for a while. Her hand goes through the drawing. Finally, she tightens her fist and makes a
decision. She puts the book back on the side of the girl. She leaves the room. She looks at
the photo and smiles. Then the mother takes the box into the girl’s room. The mother
looks at the girl and then puts the box beside her. When she opens the box, some warm
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lights are going across the stuff, which looks shining.

Dave Burgess, Making the Transition from 2D to 3D Animation, Oct 3, 2017

2D and 3D texture change
Based on Alike as a reference, I planned to use 2D and 3D textures to show my characters'
emotions. The girl character in my animation changes to 2D, black and white texture while her
mother stops her drawing. And at the end, when the mother allows her to draw, she returns to 3D
texture. I planned to switch 2D and 3D textures to explain another reason that made the mother
change her idea. That is the love of the mother. Drawing brings happiness to the girl, which
keeps the girl in 3D texture. When the mother stops her girl from drawing, she switches to 2D
because of her daughter’s emotions. I want to show the mother’s love at this point. In my
previous idea, this switch between 2D and 3D texture only shows to audiences. That means
characters in the animation cannot see the change. However, all my committees believe that is
not necessary. Because only characters cannot see the texture changing, these changes will not
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help with the story. In addition, compared with Alike, back to 3D texture is not the main reason
because these characters change their mind in my animation. My audience will be confused
about the main character because of this texture change. Therefore, I decided to give up this
texture change idea.

Character design, model, and rigs
When I designed my main character, I first thought about emotional performance.
Because I gave up my texture change idea, I cannot show my character’s emotion through the
changing of texture. I need my character to have clear faces to show their emotions.

The next thing I thought about was their race. Because this film is based on my own
story, I chose an Asian family. I can edit a better story and performance based on my familiar
culture.
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All characters and environment models were modeled by myself, found within the
base Maya software. Both main characters are modeled with sculpture tools and rigged with the
Advance Skeleton Auto-rigging tool. I designed the dress for both the mother and her girl to
practice cloth simulation in my thesis film. However, when I began to animate my movie, there
were too many calculations for my rendering computers. The cloth simulation could not be
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shown in each frame. In order to fix this problem, I found an outside company that could help me
to render my frames with cloth simulation. However, this price was much over my budget. For
better animation, I had to change the design of my mother’s clothes. She wore pants in my final
version of the animation.
Rigs are the most challenging part before animating. Thanks to the Advance skeleton,
I saved much time on rigging. This add-on could help me do most repeat steps in the rigging.
While I rigged my models, I realized some problems with my models. For example, there were
fewer wires around the characters’ eyes when I modeled them. That causes eye blink problems
when I rig my characters. It took me a long time to fix my model and re-rig.

Storyboard and Animating
In my film, the mother's memory part is important, influencing the whole story.
Therefore, I spent much time on the transition while I worked on my storyboard. In my opinion,
the box of art supplies pushed the whole story. I decided to use the box for the transition from
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current to past. I was planning to change the box from old to new, and the scene is in a dark
yellow tone to be a transition. However, when the memory finished, that transition was complex.
As for my first idea, I would like to use that box again. That means the young mother puts this
box back on that shelf, and then the timeline goes to the present. I think using the same element
to be the transition will lead the audience easier. However, the main problem I met at that point
was smooth camera movement. The camera should move to the box at the end, but the box won’t
move at the end of the memory. I need a reason to finish this movement. After a couple of tries, I
changed my idea. First, I believe it will be boring if I use the same element for transitions,
although it is easy to understand. In addition, I cannot find a suitable method that moves the
camera to the box. It will influence the flow of the story.
In conclusion, I need an element that could push my story and give my
audiences a clear idea of the transition. Based on these points, I chose a professional book as the
transition. I showed this book as yellow on the storyboard.
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Transition from current to past memory
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Transition from past memory to current time

When I began to rough animate my film, I found the transition could have been
smoother because of the book's angle. Therefore, I changed the angle a little bit in order to
connect the book to the shelf. For a clear guide of the transition, I use pure green as the cover of
this book. Compared with the texture of other books, the key book is more pronounced.
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The new version of the transition.
The other part I am proud of is the design of my title. Thanks to my Chair,
Mark’s idea, I edited the drawing lines to get my title. Because Chinese words’ structure feels
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like drawings, I gave this film a Chinese name. On the other hand, this is my story based on an
Asian family. A Chinese person could help improve this story in another aspect.
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The last thing about animating I want to mention is the walking cycles. My
characters have many movements around rooms. That includes the mother walking from the
table to the bookshelf and moving to another room. Therefore, I did many walking cycles in the
film, especially for the mother character. However, the main problem is that many of them are
the same. The same character walks into a similar room with the same emotion. Regarding
suggestions that I get, these walking cycles make the whole story slow down. The audience had a
difficult time following my story. As a result, I deleted my walking cycles. Only the beginning
and the end of the walks are kept.

Sound and rendering
Background music is an essential part of my film because there is no dialogue. In
addition, characters have many emotional changes. I hope my music can help those
performances. However, I do not have much music knowledge. My composer and I had some
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difficulties with communication. I chose the piano as the main instrument, but the first version of
the music sounds like a magic story. My composer believes more instruments could solve this
problem. After this problem, I noticed it is hard for music to create a sharp change quickly.
Nevertheless, I needed this change when the mother walked into the girl’s room. We tried many
solutions, and the best one is the blank part. That means the music will stop while the mother
tears the drawing off and gives an empty part to the audience for imagination. And then, the
music will start again on a different moon when the girl opens her eyes. I think this part works
well in the final version. The next problem we met was the ending. I was shocked by the first
version of the ending. My composer used the beginning music at the end, which is unsuitable. I
did not require a piece of new music for the ending, but I needed a smooth transition and suitable
music. I appreciate that my composer has some good music knowledge. He got my idea and
changed the ending music quickly. Finally, the last part we faced was timing. My story has many
emotional changes, and the music needs to change at the perfect time. We took a long time to
make sure of each transition point. In addition, when I worked with my composer, my animation
was not finished. My film kept changing at that point. Thanks to the patience of my composer, he
made nice music for me.
At the end of my thesis film schedule, rendering made me really stressed. I gave two
weeks for rendering, which should be enough for me. However, it took me much more time than
I expected. I met a weird problem with my textures. I have my character in my Maya blocking
film, but it cannot be rendered for some reason. The exciting part is that I assigned the same
texture for my other character, and that character is acceptable. With the help of Atia Newman, I
finally solved this problem. As Atia explained, this is a rare problem that sometimes shaders will
disconnect from their groups and make the objects unrenderable. The only solution is to
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re-assign texture to each surface again. In addition, I chose Render Farm to render my frames.
Because of the old version tutorials, it took me some time to figure out how to use Render Farm.
Moreover, I got a warning about submitting too many files at one time. I have been told that my
other files will be paused. I assumed that Render Farm would not render my extra files until I
had some files finished. However, I got another alert because I did not reply to Render Farm’s
email promptly. At that time, I blamed myself because of those warnings. I thought I did not read
the rules of Render Farm carefully. Nevertheless, The most unacceptable part is that I cannot find
the rule of a limited amount for Render Farm on any platform. I cried every night during that
period. In order to solve the problem of the render testing and the limited amount of Render
Farm, I had to stay up for four days to check Render Farm every four hours. If a file is finished, I
must send another one immediately. In addition, keeping my eyes on email was also stressful
because I had to reply to each email from Render Farm on time. I am glad I passed this hard time
and finished my rendering.

IV.

Evaluation
I am grateful for the excellent guidance from Mark Reisch, my thesis Chair, Peter

Murphey and Kevin Bauer, and my thesis Committee members, Atia Newman and Ihab Mardini.
Mark was excellent at keeping me on track and helping me adjust my animation. He graciously
met with me every single week to evaluate my status. We reviewed my progress in great detail.
Mark taught me a lot about camera angles and storytelling. He opened my eyes to how to
improve my film easily. What I learned this year is not only how to make a good animation but
also what is the best way to achieve this goal. In addition, Mark is also my backup. When I met
the problem of naming my animation, he gave me a perfect idea about the name. When I
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struggled with rendering frames, he helped me realize my pressures. Kevin gave me great
feedback about the memory part. Because of the similar character model, it is hard for audiences
to realize that it is the mother’s memory. Kevin suggested the same element, such as the glasses,
to retain the audience. Peter helped greatly in shaping important story beats. For example, when
the mother character put the box on the shelf, Peter helped me change the beat about this action
to get more emotion. Atia helped me solve the rendering problem. She fixed that in three days
and helped my process move forward. Ihab gave me some great suggestions for my story. He
asked me to think about why the grandmother and the mother rejected drawing. This question
gave me another thought about my story. I believe they disagree with drawing because of some
traditional thoughts. However, when I consider where this traditional thought came from, I
realize the difference in economy between these generations.
I am genuinely proud of my story. I thought about my thesis from the first year I
entered the RIT animation program. Before this story, I have many versions of my thesis
animation, such as a story about friendship. Drawing from the past is my favorite story in these
ideas. I have wanted to talk about the problem of traditional thoughts for a long time. As far as I
know, many students were forced to learn some majors they did not like. It is my pleasure to
choose my favorite major. In addition, I enjoy this experience. I went through the whole process
of making this animation. That includes writing the story, character design, modeling, rigging,
animating, etc. This animation is my kid. Whether it is good or not, I am proud that I can make
an animation from nothing.
Because of the timing limitation, there are still some parts that I can improve. In the
future, I will improve my animation from the following points. Firstly, I will model two more
characters for the young mother and the grandmother characters. I got many feedback talks about
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the confusion of these characters. I think two more models could help audiences understand this
story better. Secondly, I would like to fix the cloth simulation. A better computer may help this
problem a lot. I believe the dress could be more suitable for the mother character. Thirdly, music
should be a huge part that needs to improve. My animation needs music to support it. Therefore,
I am looking for high-quality music. It is hard for student composers to achieve that professional
goal. However, I hope to find a nice composer and redo the music for my animation. Last but not
least, I need to improve my animation skills. Some actions for my characters are not smooth and
comfortable. In my opinion, that is because of the limitation of my skill. When my skill gets
better, I will re-animate this film. This is the end of my thesis, but the beginning of my
animation.
I learned a lot in the process. It is about technical skills and producing knowledge,
such as communicating with different people, facing pressure, and making decisions. In many
cases, I know I did not make the best reaction. However, I am glad that I have the chance to
practice and improve myself from this thesis project.

V.

Conclusion
In this animation, I plan to discuss the different thoughts of various generations. I

pointed out the major choice as an example, but there are many other conflicts. I would like to
show that some traditional thoughts need to change with the development of society and the
economy. After screening from different platforms, I got some comments that helped me to
evaluate my film. Most of my audiences enjoy my opening and ending parts. At the opening, I
used a transform for the title. My idea is that the drawing on this sketchbook is the key part of
this story because the two conflicts in this film between two generations are about this drawing.
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As a result, my title comes out from this drawing. Using Chinese words as the title is a successful
point in my film. Firstly, my main characters come from China, and this is a Chinese story. Using
Chinese names could show the culture clearly. In addition, Chinese words are hieroglyphs. That
means they are close to drawings. Chinese words could help this transform more smoothly.
This ending is also a part mentioned by my audience. What they love is the unexpected
change. This mother tears off the girl’s drawing at the end of my story. This action may show the
disagreement of this mother, just like what the girl thinks about in the film. However, the mother
hangs this drawing on the wall. This action shows the mother changed her idea. This ending is
another success in my animation. With the progress of this story, audiences already realize the
mother will change her idea. If I follow the traditional ending, this story will get boring.
However, this action of tearing the drawing can provide an unexpected change. That caught the
attention of my audience at the end of this animation.
Although less feedback mentioned my character, I think my models are one of my
successes. It is my first time modeling a whole human by myself. The wireframe is a difficult
part of the process. The fingers’ wireframe took me the longest time to fix. Each point of the
model needs to be in the correct area. Thanks to the help of Mark and my friends, I did a nice job
in the modeling. There is still something I can improve on my model. However, as my first
human model. I think it is successful.
Except for the success of my story, I am proud of myself for the process of this
animation. I played all the roles in my animation creation except composer and sound designer. I
wrote the story, designed characters, modeled everything, rigged characters, and animated and
edited this film. I know my animation cannot be perfect because I did everything in a limited
time. As I mentioned in the Evaluation, I cannot model two more characters because of the time.
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However, the lack of characters makes many audiences confused. They cannot separate the
memory and the real part of my animation. Nevertheless, I am still proud of myself. I did my
best work in this limited time. I experienced the whole process of creating an animation. This
animation is my kid. I created it from scratch. The last success of this animation that I would like
to mention is my decision and effort.

VI.

Appendix

Thesis Proposal
KIND OF FILM:
This is a 3D animation and it will be around 4 minutes long.
LOGLINE:
A mother struggles with her past when her daughter decides to start painting.
THESIS STATEMENT:
Parents should not limit their children’s passions with their own experience.
TREATMENT:
Act 1
This is a sunny day. A mother closed her book, and we could see this is a doctor professional
book. (the mother is 3D and uncolorful) The mother turns to her girl and the girl is studying.
The mother is glad and satisfied. When we look at the girl, we could see she is drawing on the
book rather than studying. Suddenly, the girl notices something and she looks so excited. When
the mother looks back, she notices the girl has disappeared. The mother immediately stands up
and goes to check the girl and she notices that her girl is drawing on a book and an old box is
opened. The mother is shocked and angry. She grabs the book which the girl is drawing in. She
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points to the drawing stuff and asks the girl to collect them back to the box. (At this point the
girl’s texture becomes 3D and uncolorful) The girl turns to the stuff and picks a pencil. When her
hand moves on the top of the box, she hesitates. (the girl’s texture becomes 2D and colorful
again) The girl drops the pencil and grabs that book in her mother’s hand. She runs back to her
room with the book and closes the door heavily. The mother sighs and collects stuff by herself.
When she closed the box, the mother recalled the moment in her childhood. [flashback here]
When she was drawing on that book, the grandmother noticed and was mad with her. When we
look at the book, there is an unfinished drawing in the book. Only the eyes of a face were drawn
in the book. The grandmother grabbed a box and pointed to the drawing stuff. The mother looked
at the grandmother for a while and picked the stuff and put them into the box. (The mother’s
texture changes to 3D here). After the mother closed the box, the grandmother gave her a book
about doctor professional knowledge. The mother put the box under the bookshelf and went back
to her room with that professional book. [flashback end]
Act 2
The mother tried to put the box back to the bookshelf. She noticed a photo of the grandmother
and her. They took this photo when she got the offer from a medical school. In this photo, the
grandmother is so proud and glad, but the mother is unhappy. (her texture is still 3D), the mother
looks at the box in her hand. [flashback here] the mother was sitting at the table and studying for
a long time (the background will change here). The box under the bookshelf got older[flashback
end]. She opens the box and grabs a marker from the box. She looked at her photo that took
when she got the offer. She draws a smiling face on top of her sad face. (the mother’s texture
becomes 2D now)
Act 3
The mother opens the door of her girl’s room. She notices the girl is sleeping on the bed while
holding the book. The mother steps to the girl and gets the book slowly. When she opens the
books because of a fold page, she notices a smiling face on that page. We can see that there are
two different kinds of pencil marks. The eyes of the drawing of the face are old and the mouth in
the drawing is new. The drawing that the mother didn’t finish is completed by her daughter. The
mother stares at the smiling face’s drawing in the book for a while. Her hand goes through the
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drawing. Finally, she tightens her fist and makes a decision. She puts the book back on the side
of the girl. She leaves the room. She looks at the photo and smiles. Then the mother takes the
box into the girl’s room. The mother looks at the girl and then she puts the box beside the girl.
While she opens the box, some warm lights are going across the stuff, those stuff look shining.

RATIONALE:
I stopped painting during my childhood because my father thought this was a waste of time.
When I was in the last year of high school, he even collected all my painting stuff and forced me
to stop painting. My father expected me to study engineering because he believed that it was a
real job compared to painting. My mother is the only person who encouraged me to apply to
university to major in art. I fought for my career for a long time. Finally, I am here to make the
animation for telling my story to my audience.
When the child chooses the career that is unusual for the family, this is a situation that many
families struggle with. Most children give up their hobbies because of the pressure from their
family. However, in this animation, I want to show parents that their experience cannot always be
the truth. Children should not be limited by their parents. They should have a chance to follow
their dreams.
SCHEDULE
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